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INTRODUCTION

A central dilemma facing the majority of African countries today is the poor state

of their economies. This ii graphically illustrated by the existence of hyperinflation^
deindustrialization, massive unemployment and underemployment, brain drain, capital
flight and so on. The prevaMrig conditions in the region indicate that the burning
Question of how to generate livelihoods, raise productivity, and reduce abject poverty is
6neof the crucial issues Africans need to address if they are not to lose the twenty first
century; as they have tost this century. In fact, throughout the decade of 1980s and up

tfl"ttie first half of the 1990s, the continuous economic decline and Stagnation had

^^ed^b^^^^n^-filtm) wage earners a$ well as the-region's agricultural

population in ihcreasih^ numbers into the ranks of the poor. The recently convened
World Summit for Social Development demonstrated that the issue of poverty had finally
attracted the attention it deserved and was now going to be addressed by both the

developed and the developing countries. The conference Concluded with an historic
agreement, embodied in a series of comihitments and action plains, to take concrete steps

to alleviate poverty, reduce unemployment and social disintegration.

. ,

With higher and rising unemployment and poverty, many job-seekers in*the

African region'are looking for work in the informal sector where levels of productivity

^d incbme axe'extremely low. At the same time, many countries in the region are -noW
Maci^g greater^emphasis on improving the productivityof the sector asweli as expanding
its Hiifcdges with other sectors of the economy. In general, productivity is the relationship

jre^een the 'output of ah economic unit and the factor inputs which have gone Mo

gthat output. Thus, productivity is defined as'the efficient use of resources-

,; ca'pitkl, land, materials, energy, information- in the production of various goods
serves:1 Labour productivity for example, is expressed as the value" 6F goods and

services produced (output) divided by the number of hours people spend producing them
(labour). In otherwords, it is the value of the gross output per worker per hour. Thus,

4yb^Wt^Tttf materials and tools is likely to produce more than one without the

tools. Increasing the productivity of informal sector activities and
ase its contribution to the GDP, generate substantial employment
mcreSse trade and linkages with other sectors of the economy. A

'ciirfeht development plans reveals that aft enablinge^viforimeht rieetfc
sector tiftjcr1 theinaiaistreani of the national economy.

^ , ,

»o

.:.;

g the renewed interest to promote the informal sector, ife

;is tTc^mittgated by ambiguous and often contradictory measures, practices

^ld^^ policy and institutional environments unfavourable to its
Sucfi misgivings can in part be attribiifesd to misconceptions

about the sector. To some it represents marginal activities that are not economically
viable and hence do not justify policy measures for its expansion and development since
it will shift scarce resources from productive sectors and branches. Others see the virtues

in promoting the informal sector by regarding its various constraints as opportunities:
producers in this sector do not receive any support from the State, and their coritfiiued

^^en^lrfiicates that theite:is effectiveTd£rn£fcd 5feftM^r6o1Ucts-as-judged by the
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market; they use very little capital to create jobs for millions who would otherwise be
unemployed; they do not depend on the State or formal banking sector for financial
intermediation since they mobilize their own resources; and they make maximum use of
indigenous and environment-friendly resources through the use and recycling of waste
materials. Given that the informal (including rural non-farm) sector contains the largest
concentration of unemployed and underemployed in the African region and because the
growth prospects in the sector are significantly less than what exist for the formal sector
partly as a result of the traditional biases and imbalances the informal sector faces, it
deserves to be promoted. If the informal sector is to realize its full employment
potential (i.e., raising levels of productivity and generating new jobs which are productive
and remunerative), it should be transformed into a vibrant and growing sector with
strong linkages with the formal sector.

As indicated in the literature review, the informal sector is heterogenous,

consisting of both highly productive and marginally productive activities. It refers to
small home based or individual enterprises with very few employees. It is inclusive of
micro- and small-scale enterprises and refers to very small and small income generating
units, owned and managed by entrepreneurs who work in it themselves, from which they
derive most of their livelihood, which employ very few people and utilize little capital.
In the African context, it includes the traditional family, cottage, and artisan industries
as well as the micro- and small-scale modern enterprises. The realization of this
distinction is helpful for policy design and action programmes since the objective of
supporting informal sector activities also includes equity considerations. In other words,
the aim is to create an enabling environment that will enhance the growth and
development of aJl informal sector activities (i.e., making it possible for peripheral or
marginal activities to be sustainable while encouraging small productive activities to grow
into medium-scale and productive activities).

The main objective of this monograph on the informal sector is to assist member

States in the design of policy measures and interventions strategies that will raise the

productivity and enhance the linkages between the formal and informal sectors. As part
of a comprehensive approach to poverty reduction in Africa, the African Common
Position on Human and Social Development in Africa has called for "the creation of an
enabling environment for enhancing the effectiveness of the informal sector, developing
marketing networks between the formal and informal sector, and the progressive

integration of the informal sector into the formal sector".1 likewise, member States of
the United Nations recently pledged through Commitment 3 (h) of the Declaration and
Programme of Action of the World Summit for Social Development to "take due
account of the importance of the informal sector in our employment development
strategies, with a view to increasing its contribution to the eradication of poverty and to

ECA/OAU (1994) African Common Position on Human and Social Development
in Africa. Addis Ababa, p. 22.
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social integration \ rn developing countries,' and to strengthening; its linkages with the

formal economy."2 More specifically, this monograph aims at: <
•'•■■■
^

■■',,;,

providing guidelines to help African member States and their development
partners to institute policy measures and practices for improving informal sector
productivity and its linkages with other sectorsofthe economy;

i

■;

;

•

enabling African countries to create the enabHng' environment that favours- the
growth and development of the informal sector in terms of generating
employment, raising productivity, and increasing the incomes and welfare of the
people;
.*

•

advocating to members States to integrate informal sector activities within the
overall economic development planning;

•

encouraging African governments and their bilateral and multilateral development
partners to allocate greater credit, training and other resources to the informal
sector;

•

assisting governments to improve the functioning of various markets and to
provide access to appropriate technology and other resources such as credit, skill
development and entrepreneurial training, promotional services, equipment and
infrastructural facilities, etc.; and

•

proposing policy interventions and supportive measures to foster and strengthen
production, marketing and technological linkages between the informal and the
formal sectors.

This monograph is organized in four main sections. The state of the relationship
between the formal and informal sectors are reviewed in section I. This is with a view
to examining the types and extent of the linkages existing between the informal and other
sectors of the economy including forward, backward, technological, consumption and
credit linkages. Furthermore it also discusses the current state of affairs and the factors
which contribute to maintaining this state of affairs. Section II deals with the problem
of low productivity of the informal sector. In this regard, it defines productivity,
examines the ways it can be measured, explores the declining trends of productivity of
factor inputs in the sector and details on the factors that limits the productivity of the
sector. Section III addresses the issue of what it takes and how to increase the
productivity of the informal sector and its linkages with other sectors of the economy.
More specifically, it spells out in broad terms, the policy measures and actions needed
and operational modalities to put them in place. It specifies the essential measures to

be taken by national governments; outline the roles to be played by NGOs, peoples and
community organizations, and informal sectors operators and the private sector. Finally,

2

United Nations (1995) World Summit for Social Development 6-12 March 1995.
New York: UN p.17.
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the main conclusions and recommendations on expanding its linkages with other sectors of
the economy are summarized in section IV .

It is hoped that these guidelines on policy measures and practices will generate

dialogue and interest among policy-makers in governments, NGOs, peoples and community
organizations, informal sector operators and scholars, as well as all those interested in
supporting the growth and development of the informal sector in Africa. Comments as well
as request for copies of this monograph may be addressed to:
Sadig Rasheed
Director
Public Administration, Human Resources
and Social Development Division
P.O.Box 3001

Telex No. 21029 UNECA ET

Fax No. (251-1) 514416
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I.

THE STATE OF FORMAL-INFORMAL SECTOR LINKAGES IN AFRICA
An understanding of the changing nature of the relationships between informal

sector activities and its links with other sectors of the economy is clearly crucial for the
design of policy measures and intervention strategies. The potential for growth of the
informal sector depends on the strength of the linkages between the formal and informal
sectors, and these will determine the nature and scope of interventions in the sector.

Central to analysis of formal-informal sector linkages are questions of whether the
informal sector is an autonomous and self-sufficient segment of the economy, i.e.
producing mainly for consumption within this sector; or whether the linkages to the

formal sector are benign or exploitative i.e. whether the informal sector has a dependent
relationship and is exploited by the formal sector; and finally whether informal sector
enterprises are evolutionary or inevolutionary, i.e. whether they are capable of growth

and diversification if constraints are removed and promotional policies are adopted.3

While it is not the purpose to enter into a theoretical debate here, and because
the linkage issue is particularly difficult to investigate for reasons of the diversity of the
informal sectors in different country settings, and because of problems in tracing the
circulation of income, general remarks about the nature and extent of such bonds should

be made with great caution. This suggests that there can be no substitute for careful
local/country analysis of the nature and extent of such linkages. Such analysis can
indicate where policy interventions will be most beneficial to both marginal and growthpotential types of enterprises in the informal sector and the various possible routes and
linkages by which marginal informal enterprises may be able to move up or "graduate"
into growth-potential types of enterprises and how they can be effectively integrated into
the national economy. However, empirical data and analysis of the nature of the
relationships between the informal and formal sectors are scarce in Africa. In the
current era of structural adjustment, the consensus emerging from African policy makers,
the international community and African development partners is not only that the
informal sector is important but that there are indeed strong linkages between them
which should be encouraged. Micro- and small-scale enterprises as well as workers in
the informal sector are increasingly seen as important instruments for alleviating poverty,
expanding productive employment and reducing unemployment, fostering social
integration and minimizing disparities between social groups.
A.

Backward Linkages

Five categories of formal-informal linkages can be distinguished: backward and

forward production linkages, technological, consumption and credit finance linkages.4
Backward production linkages involve the supply of raw materials and equipment from

See Tokman, V. (1978) 'An Exploration into the Nature of Informal/Formal
Sector Relationships' World Development. Vol. 6, No. 9-10, pp. 1065-1076.
JASPA/ILO (1986), The Informal Sector in Africa", in The Challenges of
Employment and Basic Needs in Africa. Nairobi: Oxford University Press, p.254.
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the formal economy to the informal sector, e.g. the purchase of metal sheets by
metalworking enterprises, wood by furniture makers and leather by shoemakers. The
purchase of spare parts from the formal sector also constitutes a backward linkage.
Although many studies and surveys have been undertaken to define, describe and
investigate the main economic and social characteristics of the informal sector, most of
them however, have paid little attention to identifying the nature and type of
relationships within and between sectors. Renewed interest in the informal sector, as a
potential employment generator to compensate for the dwindling capacity of the formal
sector, has been on the rise in many crisis-ridden African countries. Primary emphasis
is now being placed on gathering information which throws more light on the dynamics
of the informal sector and on the question of growth potential for the different
components or sub-sectors.

Backward linkages are not restricted to the urban sector but may very well extends
to rural areas where strong farm-non-farm linkages exist. Haggblade et al. identified five
different linkages, two in factor markets and three in production markets that are

important in rural Africa.s The factor market linkages involved capital and labour flows

between agriculture and non-farm enterprises while the product market linkages included
backward production linkages from agriculture to rural input suppliers and forward
production linkages from agriculture to processors and distributors, as well as consumer
linkages generated because farm incomes have increased. Available evidence indicates
that surpluses have been consistently transferred out of agriculture to urban areas and
into nonagricultural activities through fiscal, crop pricing and trade policies.6 Both
government (through marketing boards) and private investors have channelled
investments funds from agriculture to non-farm activities. Evidence from Sierra Leone
and Kenya suggests that these surpluses account for between 15 and 40 percent of non-

farm investment funds.7 There is also evidence that the surpluses generated in non-farm
activities provide the funds for productivity enhancing investments in agricultures such
as the acquisition of equipment and tools, land and other factor inputs. It has also been
estimated that 20 to 40 per cent of rural labour force in Africa works in both farm and

non-farm activities, indicating extensive linkages between the sectors.8 Five years ago
in Sierra Leone, for example, the dominant rural non-farm activities were tailoring,

5

See Haggblade, S., P. Hazell and J. Brown (1988) Farm Nonfarm Linkages in
Rural Sub-Saharan Africa. Washington D.C.: World Bank.

6

ILO (1982) "Disparities de revenus entre les villes et les campagnes au
Cameroun." Addis Ababa: ILO/JASPA.

7

Child, F.C. (1977) "Small-scale rural industry in Kenya." Los Angeles: University
of California, African Studies Centre Occasional Paper No. 17; also see liedholm,
C. and Chuta, E. (1976) "The economics of rural and small-scale industries in
Sierra Leone." East Lansing: Michigan State University, Dept. of Agricultural
Economics, ARE paper No. 14.

8

Haggblade, P. et al. op. tit., p. 19.
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black-smithing and carpentry which accounted for 36 per cent, 44 per cent and 17 per
cent of the total household output.,Other-4activities,iacludediice-niillijqg, cassava

.processing,

mining

and, gara-dyeing.9

Baskel

makingi

clo^

weaving

.and wood carving were the common handicraft activities. Trading was an important
^activity in all,localities.
,. . .,
.,,.,;;
- .
,;

> . ..,.*■ In other rural areas in West Africa, the most important nqn-fann activities are
usually commercial units, mainly retail and small-scale manufacturings Epr example,

seasonal data^from Sierra Leone? indicate that Wacternithing acjiyijty re.acjjies j^p^ajc
dude® the height of the agricultural season because of the demand |or repair seryjces.f

Tfa,e type and magnitude of, backward linkages varies in most countries in the. fpgion
depending on the agricultural technology, size of farms, the types crops, and sp.:pru
)©. i 'n-■ Fprwarfl Linkages

,

.

,

^

,

Forward linkages, on the other hand, involve the use of informal sector products

as inputs: into the formal sector, and the sale of finished products an<}. services of the

infoitnal sectorto formal sector, r An example, of a forward linkage is the subcontracting
of informal sector goods and services to be used in the production process oftlie formal

sector.

A 1986 JASPA/ILO study showed that over 70 per cent of informal sector

enterprises-in selected African cities had no forward linkages with the formal sector. It

Yciaimed lhafcthelackof linkages was not an attribute of the. informal sectpri*er$e; tj
rather of underdevelopment of the economy.11

*v»

,

^:

"; Whereas industrial subcontracting in theurban areas of South^Ea^t.Asian means

that the small production units and large firms^^are>clpsely inter.cormeeted, tfeQ^ejOf
integration was virtually non-existent in Sub-Saharan Africa a decade ago. The. reason
for this is simply the asymmetry of the relationship between the two sectors. Tne
viaformal sector.generates a strong intermediate demand (foa.ckw.ard linkage) and a weak

mtennediate supply (forwatd linkage). Jn other; words, the^mpdenj: (formal, sector)

provides the raw materials and equipment but generates little demand{for; t^eg^pds

(whether final or intermediate) originating from the informal sector. However, given the
limitations of the state and the adverse effects of structural adjustment programmes in
the late 1980s and 1990s, it is arguable if this asymmetric relationship between the two
sectors would be maintained for a long time.

Since the policy environment with regards to the informal sector is not one of
reducing, but rather of promoting and expanding the growth generated in the sector,

ILO/JASPA (1990) "Employment Promotion through non-farm Activities in Sierra

Leone." (Mimeo)
10

Liedholm and Chuta, op. cit

JASPA/ILQ (1986),,"Jhe. Informal SectorJnaAfric^ ,in The Challenge of
Employment and Basic Needs in Africa. Nairobi: Oxford University Press, p.254.
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backward and forward linkages have also increased. Kenneth King has gone to the
extent of recommending that at the macro-level, the processes of "informalization of the
economy" need to be monitored carefully, given that "...in Africa, the increasingly obvious
retreat of the state from its earlier goal of providing services has meant a dramatic rise
in the informal provision of health, training, housing, transport, education," among
others.12 The informal sector thus caters for the basic needs that the formal system is
unable to meet. The provision of these services in many countries have increased the
linkages between the sectors. In any case, improved levels of education, not least basic
literacy and numeracy, and the downsizing or rationalization of the public sector suggest
new potential for the private and entrepreneurial efforts in a wide variety of informal
productive activities. In some urban communities in Africa, such as Nairobi, Lagos,
Douala, Lome, Abidjan, etc. the provision of some vital services including sewage
disposal, office maintenance, transportation, primary health care clinics, and education
are either sub-contracted to small- and medium-sized firms or are organized through
community self-help groups. However, it should be noted that the concept of linkages
also applies intra-sectorally. Production or collection of inputs by informal sector
operators themselves is also significant and trading among informal sector firms goes on.
Such trading constitutes a linkage forward for the selling firm and backward for the
buying firm.

JASPA/ILO attempted to measure the extent of backward and forward linkages
in some francophone African countries. Backward linkages were measured in terms of
purchases from the formal sector while forward linkages were examined in terms of sales
to the formal sector and to final consumers. A depicted by Table II-l, it showed that the
informal sector was most likely to obtain its inputs from the formal sector; that it sold
very little to the formal sector; and that most of its costumers were from the low income
group.

Although comparable and recent data do not exist to support or refute
JASPA/ILO's finding on linkages, against the background of the African crisis and the
indictment of

12

King, K. (1990) "Research, Policy and the Informal Sector: African Experience,"
in Tunham, D. et al. The Informal Sector Revisited. Paris: OECD, Chapter 7, p.
143.
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Table 1:

Distribution of Backward and Forward Linkages (percentage)
Bamako

Nouakchot

Lome

t

Backward (a)
Formal
Informal
Recycling

80.2

9.5

0.7

29.2

33.0

79.8

55.2

27.0
10.6

9.5

Forward (b)
Formal Sector
Civil servants,
formal sector

Kigali

e

85.1
10.9
4.0
19.5

62.4

Yaound

16.8
3.0
5.6

75.3
20.0
4.7
7.8

96.4

33.1
59.1

18.8
71.5

2.7

0.9
9.7

workers

Source:

(a)
(b)

JASPA/HJO (1986) The Challenge of Employment. Nairobi: Oxford
University Press, p. 255, Table 10.
Origin of raw materials;
Volume of sales.

African governments for extensive state intervention in the economy, it would appear
that there is extensive and intensive interaction between the two sectors. Further,
various categories and sub-sectors of the informal are linked to the formal sector in
different ways. If we breakdown the large variety of informal activities into sub-groups
based on such criteria as branch, scale of operation, means of production or
entrepreneurial skill, then three level of enterprises can be distinguished in most African
countries:

(i)

marginal enterprises which operate on a daily basis and do whatever they
must to subsist;

(ii)

very small enterprises whose managers have a fundamental understanding
of business practices and where there are limited possibilities for
diversification and growth; and

(iii)

small-scale enterprises whose managers have better business skills,
planning capability, entrepreneurial drive and the flexibility to expand
when the opportunity arises.

Whereas most workers in the easy-entry categories (I and II) generally are from rural
areas or the urban poor, are uneducated, dissatisfied with their positions and are seeking
for jobs in the formal sector, those in the upper-tier informal sector (category III)
typically comes from the formal sector, are skilled and had acquired capital through their
links and working relationships in the formal sector. It is obvious that this group will
have strong forward and backward linkages with the formal sector than the other groups.
As a more sophisticated group, it will respond to and take advantages of the linkages

ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/14[4(b)]
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that can be established through training, finance and technology with the formal sector.
Although the evidence is scarce, the distribution of agricultural products generate, after
food processing, the second largest of the forward linkages from agriculture.
C.

Technological Linkages

Technological linkages involve the transfer of technology and skills between the

two sectors, and may take place independently of movement of goods as a result of

movement of skilled workers and other exchanges of knowledge.13 Examples are food

industry workers who leave jobs in the formal sector to set up their own small food
processing activities, retrenched public sector workers who leave to work in small family
stores, and (technicians, mechanics or repairmen) who learn their trades in large work
places and then leave to set up their own garages and shops. In Cameroon, a study by
the Ministry of Economy and Plan found more than 70 per cent of the upper-tier self
employed (category III) in the informal sector had previously held wage or salary jobs
in the informal sector. This finding was reaffirmed in our interviews of vehicle repair
workshop owners in Yaounde, who continue to maintained the strong linkages they had

established with public servants and government ministries.14 However, more detail

research on the level of technology adoption and transfer to and from the informal sector
is needed. Up to now, surveys have paid little attention to the tools, equipment and
production techniques used in the informal sector, nor have detail assessments been
made on owners of enterprises and other workers. There are hardly any data on areas

such as product design, quality control or product packing. We need more information
on the transfer of technology, the channels of such transfers, the quality and intensity of
the linkages between the informal sector and the modern sector, particularly
subcontracting activities between small and large firms which represents a channel for

improved technology as the experience of Japan suggests15.

The formal sector also provides the opportunity for workers to accumulate savings
to start up their own businesses in the informal sector. In this way, these workers pass
on their acquired skills to members of the sector. This process is important for
augmenting the skills level and the mode of production of informal sector participants.
These technological linkages can be very important for raising the quality of the
processes and products of the sector as well as bridging the technological gap between
them.

13

JASPA/ILO (1986) "The Informal Sector in Africa," in The Challenge of
Employment and Basic Needs in Africa, op. cit, p.255.

14

Ngu, J.N. (1991) 'Training Issues in the Informal Sector with Special Reference
to Cameroon", in B.C. Sanyal, Education. Employment and Human Resource
Development. Paris: IIEP-UNESCO, Chapter 5, pp. 53-66.

15

Watanabe, S. (1971) "Subcontracting, industrialization and employment creation,"
in International Labour Review. Geneva:ILO, July/August.
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D.

Consumption Linkages

Consumption linkages refer to direct links with final consumers including
households, farm holding and government enterprises. The bulk of the urban population
as well as those in the rural non-farm sector, those who have relatively little access to
industrial goods or community services, are producers and consumers of informal
activities. In most countries, this refers to about 90 per cent of informal participants.
Small producers cater for poor households who may or may not have the money to pay
for goods and services. These activities are usually highly fractionalized and customized
to satisfy the needs of consumers. Examples include street laundries, food kiosks, mobile
provision stores, cycle cabs— those consumer durable that households are unable to
purchase. It is not uncommon in African urban centres to see street typing and
photocopying services, mobile grocers and restaurants, street vendors of all sorts
providing vital services to customers. Because of the low capital required to start these
activities, women often predominate in them. There are also strong links between rural

non-farm sector and the agricultural sector in that as per capita farm incomes rise, the
demand for local services, housing, durable, and higher quality foods increases more
rapidly than the for foodgrains and food staples. But these pattern of growth may
depend on a combination of high population density and adequate transport facilities to
make rural services more accessible to the villages which at the moment, are not
applicable to large parts of sub-Saharan Africa. Studies on African rural consumption
linkages, of farm households in Northern Nigeria and Sierra Leone suggest that African

spending patterns support far less rural non-farm activities than those in Asia.16
E.

Credit/Financial Linkages

Credit or financial linkages involve the transfer of funds from the formal sector
for investment and development in the informal sector. This is a special form of
backward linkages. The great majority of micro- and small enterprises still rely primarily
on their own savings and profits, and on funds which are provided by family and friends.
The lack of start-up capital and credit is a serious constraint in the expansion of informal
activities. In order to obtain capital to start up their businesses, owners of micro- and
small enterprises have to pay exorbitant amounts in interest to money lenders. These
high rates of interest exert pressure on working capital, making business expansion
difficult. A striking feature of the informal sector in most African countries is the variety
of links between lenders, borrowers and savers ranging from the simple credit
arrangements to complex financial intermediation mechanisms since access to credit from

16

Hazell, Peter B.R and Roell, Alisa (1983) "Rural Growth Linkages: Household
Expenditure Patterns in Malaysia and Nigeria." Washington, D.C.: International
Food Policy Research Institute. Research Report No. 41; also see King, R.P. and
Byerlee, D. (1977) "Income Distribution, Consumption Patterns and Consumption

Linkages in Rural Sierra Leone." East Lansing:Michigan State University, Dept.
of Agricultural Economics, ARE Paper No. 16.
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the formal financial sector is negligible.17 Attempts to improve the access to credit of

micro- and small enterprises through targeted programmes administered by banks or
public agencies have not been very successful. The Guarantee Fund for Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (FOGAPE) and the National Fund for Rural Development
(FONADER) in Cameroon collapsed in the mid-1980s because of low loan recovery
rates and micro-informal enterprises were able to receive only a fraction of available
credit. The credit programmes in most countries are composed to a large extent on
concessional funds from government or external donors, and for various reasons are not
self-sustaining. In this regard, the formal and informal sectors are yet to develop
financially viable and self-sustainable linkages.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the potential for growth in the informal
sector naturally depends on the nature of linkages between the two sectors. In countries
where sub-regional trade is strong such as in Eastern and Southern Africa, the demand
for informal goods and services (e.g. nonfarm) is met through imports from neighbouring
countries. For certain types of manufacturing goods and services it is virtually impossible
for the informal sector to compete successfully, given the technological, capital and skill
constraints. But there are substantial linkages, mostly backward with the formal sector.

The available evidence alluded to thus far has suggested that African non-farm linkages
are lower than those in the urban informal sector, and that these taken together, are

generally lower than those found in Asia. However, it should be underscored that the
available measures currently employed by researchers may bias informal sector linkage
estimates downward. This is partly because a key feature of the informal and the nonfarm sector is the high share of non-marketed goods and services which are difficult to
record or account for. Examples include intra-household labour flows, especially the
high participation rates of women, children, youth, the elderly and now retrenched public
workers, all those who give life to the informal sector and is reflected by the booming
restaurants, laundry, house cleaning and child care businesses.

Illegal cross border trade such as between Cameroon and Nigeria, or Niger and

Nigeria for agricultural, manufactured goods and consumer durable, indicates strong
linkages between countries and sectors. The interdependence of the economies of Niger
and Nigeria imposes some constraints on Niger's macro-economic policies. The collapse
of the Naira (Nigerian currency) on the parallel market, for example, made structural

adjustment difficult in Niger. It affected the level of output negatively, especially so in
the informal sector, which was more integrated with the Nigerian economy than was the

formal sector. In developing countries, where government intervention is often used as
a tool to achieve economic and political goals, parallel markets arise as producers and
consumers seek to evade official regulations.18 Although the productivity of the

17
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Mauri, A. (1988) "The role of financial intermediation in the mobilization and

allocation of household savings in Ethiopia: Interlinks between organized and
informal circuits," OECD Development Centre Working Paper, May.

; SeeRoemer, M. and Christine Jones i>ds)(1991) Markets in Developing
Countries: Parallel. Fragmented, and Black. San Francisco: ICS Press.
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informal sector continues to be low, the sector is still importantfor creating jobs* outputs
and incomes and as it becomes more developed and monetized, it will create effective \
linkages with the other sectors of the economy and nations.
;
\ >* ^m v >^. *
II.

THE PROBLEM OF LOW PRODUCTIVITY OF THE INFORMAL SECTOR

A principal distinction between the modern and informal sectors of African
economies is the largely unregulated nature of activity in the informal sectors; Most
informal sector activity takes place through self-employment or in very small fifms.

Furthermore, work in the rural or urban informal sectors is extremely diverse, the more
so beeausevthe largestshai'eof workers inthese sectors are self-emplpyed onfarms or:

in very small ruraband urban enterprises. In view of the sluggish growth $r even deelrae

of modern sector employment, and the increasing urbanization of the region, it has been
estimated that more than 90 per cent of additional urban jobs in. the. next decade will

have -to-come from urban informal sector micro-enterprises19. This indicates;that the
informal is expected to increasingly play the role of a labour sponge in African countries.
However* in adverse economic and regulatory conditions, the value added generated by
this sector-can decline even when total employment is increasing. This piece of evidence

underscores the potentials and current limitations of informal sector firms in most
African countries.
;i
; ,
f ■ The hsn& therefore is not whether African economies will continue to depend on
the mformal sector togenerate employment in the foreseeable future but rather what to:

d& to" enhance tbeproducttivity of the sector, to expand the output and incomes of thoseWho^rofk there, In other words; the issue is how to resolve the problem of the low*
levels ofipfoductivity characteristic of most enterprises in the informal sector. Befbre
resolving this problem* it is necessary to define the term productivity, examine the ways
it can be measured1, review the trends of declining productivity growth and detail the
factors which contribute to the low productivity levels characteristic of informal sector^
firms in the region,

A.'

'Defining and Measuring Productivity

:

^

,,■■..,. \i:J

^

k;u,s

The term productivity-is 4ised in this monograph in a broader sense^i.ev it%*
regarded as the relationship between a given output and the means used to produce it.
A general defmitioa: of productivity is the relationship between the output generated by
a production or service system and the input provided to create this-output. Thus;
prodpictivi^ so defined'indicates the efficient use of resources - labour* capital,'land,

materials,^ energy, information; etc; - in the production of various goods and services, ^ j

19

BLO (1994) "Entrepreneurship and small enterprise development in urban and

rural sectors in Africa". Report of the Director-General to the Eight African
Regional Conference, Mauritius, January 1994, p.7.
20

Prokbpenko, Joseph (1987) Productivity Management. Geneva: t!X>, p.3.
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This relationship represents the global productivity of factors, expressed as a
fraction, of which the numerator is a measure of output and the denominator is input,
a measure of all factors (inputs) combined. This is usually stated as:
Output = Productivity
Input

When productivity is increasing, it means that output is increasing with the same
amount or a smaller input. Regardless of the type of production, economic or political
system, the definition of productivity remains the same.
The basic concept of
productivity is always the relationship between the quantity and quality of goods or
services produced and the quantity of resources used to produced them. But how is
productivity measured?
Measuring productivity and the ways it is affected by the changes in the use of
resources (or factors) is not easy. The expression of the numerator presents no
difficulties so long as the output is homogenous. However, this is often not the case,
since output is usually made up of a heterogenous collection of products. Measuring the
value of all the inputs used in the production process to produce the output is such a
complicated task that it is seldom attempted. Many studies have analyzed the decreasing
growth of productivity, particularly in the advanced industrial countries in the 1970s and
1980s. Despite this keen interest, no adequate single explanation for low productivity

growth has yet been found..21 However, it is easier to relate output to a single factor
than a combination of factors. This is known as factor productivity. Labour is the factor
that is often used, although any factor of production can be used. When output is
divided by the input of labour, there are two advantages that can be identified. First,
labour productivity is thought inherently to reflect the application of capital and other
resources to the production process. In other words, a worker using better materials and
tools is likely to produce more than one without the same materials or tools. So other
factors of production are indirectly accounted for in labour productivity. Second, output
per hour of work relates the efficiency of production directly to one factor, i.e. labour
which is the contribution of workers, so the effect of productivity on the standard of
living is easier to trace. Having said this, some cautionary remarks are necessary with

regards to the way we have conceptualized and defined productivity.
Comparing the value of output to the value of just one input, such as labour,
obscures the relative efficiency with which other factors of production are used. Even
assessing the value of output (except in monetary terms) can be as difficult as keeping
track of inputs, since market prices do not necessarily reflect changes in the quality of
the goods and services produced. It is also important to separate productivity from
intensity of labour, because while productivity reflects the beneficial results of labour, its
intensity means excess effort.

21

Attempts at measurement include OECD (1966) Productivity Measurement.
Paris: OECD.
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The essence of increasing productivity is working more intelligently, not harder.
Also increasing output may not be a good indicator that productivity is improving.
Output may be rising without an increase in productivity if, for instance, input costs have
risen disproportionately.
In other words, output may be increasing without a
corresponding increase in the job content. This phenomenon which is characteristic of
industrial countries in the decade of the 1990s, is now known as jobless growth. Thus,
increases in output compared to other periods must take into account price increases and
inflation. Also, confusion often arises between productivity and profitability. In real life
profit can be obtained through price recovery even though productivity might have gone
down. Conversely, the fact that productivity may be rising does not necessarily mean that
profit (in monetary terms) is also increasing because goods which may be produced
efficiently may not necessarily be in demand. What should be borne in mind is that
productivity refers to the effective and efficient utilization of all resources, capital, land,
materials, energy and time, in addition to labour. The concept of productivity is
therefore just as relevant to the informal sector as it has been in the formal sector. In
the context of Africa, the increasing informalization of the economies makes increasing
the productivity of the informal sector of paramount importance today. Since it
guarantees, at least for the foreseeable future, expanded employment, output and
incomes for the majority of the working population.
B.

The Declining Productivity of the Informal Sector

The importance of the informal sector in African economies cannot be
overemphasized. It is providing employment, incomes, skills, education, health care,
goods, communication, transport, etc. to millions of Africans who would otherwise have
been completely neglected in their needs for these goods and services by the formal

sector.22

Several factors account for this importance in African economies.

These

include the persistent economic crisis of the 1980s and 1990s and the continuing
reduction of the size of the public sector employment. Furthermore, the growth'of: the
population and hence the labour force has been rapid in all countries of the region.
Both the number of informal sector enterprises and employment have shown rapid
expansion in most countries over the past years. With the exception of a few countries
such as Zimbabwe and Cameroon, the result of the growth of the labour force in the
informal sector has been accompanied by declining productivity and increased under
employment in the sector. In Togo, for example, while employment in the sector grew
by 7 per cent per annum between 1984 and 1990, labour productivity declined by an

average of 3 per cent per annum.23 In other words, in 1990, value added per worker

in the sector represented only 85 per cent of that of workers in 1984. In Cameroon,

22

ECA (1990) "Policies and programmes for creating employment and raising

23

ILO/JASPA (1992) African Employment Report 1992. Addis Ababa: JASPA,

incomes in the
informal
sector."
ECA/PHSD/HRP/90/12[6.2(i)(OA)(a)],pp.4-8.

p.78.
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since 1987 the GDP has declined by 11.per cent per annum. Between 1986 and 1990,
total investment dropped by more than 45 per cent. In the parastatal sector, excess
labour remained as high as 25 per cent of staff after the retrenchment of more than
30,000 in 1991.24 This pattern suggests that the sector has mainly created low-skilled
jobs during the period.
The lack of employment opportunities has precipitated poverty in African urban
areas, where self employment in the informal sector is practically the only income
generating activity. The growth in real GDP at market prices for 1991-1993 was an

average of 0.6 per cent per annum or about -2.4 per cent per annum per capita M This

trend is also an outcome of the observed decline since 1980 in real income of urban
dwellers who constitute the main source of demand in the sector. Recently, it was
estimated that in Sub-Saharan Africa, at least 250 million people (about half of the
population) were living below the poverty line, calculated and was assumed to be
equivalent to US$1 a day.26 While most of the poor currently live in rural areas, the
rapid rise in urban population such as in Nairobi, Dar-es-Salaam, Lagos, Nouakchott,
Lusaka and Kinshasa has seen their urban population increase seven times between 1950
and 1980. Such population increases indicates an overall deterioration in general
welfare. The implementation of certain structural reforms have not improved the
situation with regards to halting or reversing the declining productivity or increasing
informal sector employment.

A number of factors explain the declining productivity of the informal sector.
While the growth of population and hence of the labour force has been rapid, the lack
of employment opportunities has forced many to work for themselves in the
unenumerated and irregulated informal sector. Self-employment is strongly associated
with unstable working conditions, and the informal labour market is usually associated
with low wages, low-productivity jobs, temporary activities, unsafe labour conditions and
the absence of coverage by labour legislation. The productivity of micro enterprises in
the informal sector are generally low because of their small sizes, low turnovers and low
profits which are due to the competitive environment of the sector. Structural factors
such as sparse infrastructure and low levels of education explain why certain activities
remain in the informal sector and act as barriers to the growth of the productivity of the
sector.

The general macro-policy environment in most African countries is not favourable
to the development of the informal sector. Informal sector operators, as part of the

24

Ibidf p.77.

25

World Bank (1995) Global Economic Prospects and the Developing Countries.
Washington DC.

26

This is based on purchasing power parity (PPP) - adjusted US dollar in 1985
prices. See World Bank (1994) World Development Report 1994. Washington
D.C : The World Bank.
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private sector, respond to signals that emanate from the overall economic, legal and
regulatory environment in which they find themselves. If these signals are distorted and
discriminate against the efficient operation of the private sector, they will adversely
impact the informal sector in terms of the sector's ability to increase output, create
employment and generate income.

:

Inadequate government attention to the needs of micro-enterprises and the low
levels and declining efficiency of investments (low productivity) are major obstacles to
the growth of small businesses in African economies. Government policy is very
important for the development of enterprises in rural areas and small towns. Up to the
end of the 1980s, the international environment had been very unfavourable to Africa
as many countries saw their development efforts disrupted by sharp falls in the world
price of key commodities. African farmers including small rural enterprises were unable
to meet the demand for new farm inputs (tools, fertilizers) largely because they lacked
technical capabilities and other resources needed for investments. Furthermore weak
intersectoral linkages and erratic price elasticities and the consequential skewed
distribution in incomes not only increased poverty but increased the declining rate of the
productivity of micro- and small enterprises.

Finally, micro-enterprises and small businesses are often victims of discrimination,
bureaucratic bottlenecks, red tapes, inflation and taxes that are usually not borne by the

formal economy.27The ambivalent stance of past policies, the conceptual confusions

concerning the place of informal activities, and the financial and trade constraints (the
shortage of foreign exchange, for example, gave rise to the development of black
currency markets) have also had the effect of reducing the sizei and quality of the
entrepreneurial class in many countries. When frustrated, demoralized, harassed and
marginalized by government policies and agents, the true entrepreneurs, those with the

ability to identify and evaluate business opportunities and to marshall the ^essential

resources to take advantage of hew opportunities are either forced to hide in the
informal sector or to migrate, often with their skills and resources to other countries.
Government laws* regulation and administrative procedures are a major constraint

to the development of formal private enterprises in many African countries. The-laws
governing property rights arid the working of the market affects the efficiency of the

private sector.Lackbf;clears simple laws and cumbersome procedures and bureaucratic
red tape to register, obtain klicfehse'aad;pay administrative taxes do not generate the
confidence for a stable economic environment needed to begin and sustain a business.
Frequently, governments have used regulatory interventions to counteract the undesired
effects of other government laws and interventions. For example, price controls are
instituted to fight inflation which may be an outcome of poor macroeconomic policies;
import quotas are used as a counter measure of overvalued exchange rates; import
licenses are used to allocate the rents generated by import controls (as favours to certain
groups and firms).

27

de Soto, Hernando (1989) The Informals Pose an Answer to Marx, "Economic
Impact: A Quarterly Review of World Economics. No. 67, pp. 56-60.
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The informal sector is more heavily taxed than the formal sector, although the tax

burden differs across African countries.26 Micro- and small enterprises proportionally
bear high tax burdens than large enterprises and these are incurred through direct
income and enterprise taxes and/or though indirect taxation of inputs and outputs. The
obvious ones include sales and excise taxes, import tariffs, export taxes, utility taxes,

inflation tax, levies and daily fees (corruption taxes to local authorities to ensure their
presence and support).

In conclusion, the informal sector in Africa faces a number of internal and
external constraints which have had a negative impact on the productivity of the sector.
These constraints, and many other biases in public policy and institutions combine to
ensure the perpetuation of poverty, low productivity and marginalization of a large
section of the population. It will be necessary to bring structural changes into the
informal sector. What does it take to increase the productivity of the informal sector and
how to increase its linkages with other sectors of the economy? Guidelines on policy
measures and practices for improving informal sector productivity and its linkage with
other sectors of the economy is discussed in the next section below.
III.

GUIDELINES ON POLICY MEASURES AND PRACTICES FOR IMPROVING

INFORMAL SECTOR PRODUCTIVITY AND ITS LINKAGES WITH OTHER
SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY

The policy measures and practices that African countries have employed to deal
with informal sector activities so far have taken several routes.
Many policy
recommendations have been proposed as to how the informal sector could be rendered
more productive and how its labour-absorptive capacity could be enhanced.
International agencies, bilateral and multilateral institutions have been concerned with
the informal sector because of their interests in employment creation and poverty
alleviation.29 National governments have been ambiguous and sometimes confused with
respect to what policy measures they should implement to promote or contain the
activities of the informal sector: they want to encourage productive micro-enterprise
activity, but they also want to control it, at least to limit their geographical range within
the cities, and in a period of reduced public expenditure, to tax it. The purpose of this
section is to suggest general policy guidelines that will improve the productivity of the
informal sector and foster strong linkages with other sectors of the economy. We believe
that the positive role played in the national economy by the informal sector can be

28

The tax burden is higher in French-speaking sub-Saharan countries than in
English-speaking Africa. See ILO (1994) op. cit. p.19.

29

One of the first studies to highlight the importance of a favourable policy
environment for the promotion of the informal sector was the Report of the ILO
comprehensive employment mission to Kenya in 1972. See ILO (1972).
"Employment, incomes and equality: a strategy for increasing productive
employment in Kenya." Geneva: ILO.
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enhanced by changes in .policies at the macro-economic level and at the enterprise level.
Before we do this, we consider some major productivity improvement factors.
There are two major categories of productivity improvement factors:

-

External factors (not controllable)
Internal factors (controllable)

The external factors are those which are beyond the control of the individual
informal sector enterprise and the internal factors are those within its control. To deal
with these factors, we require different institutions, peoples, techniques and methods.
The first step towards improving productivity is to identify problem areas within these
factor groups. The next step is to distinguish those that are controllable.
A-

External Factors Affecting Informal Sector Productivity

,

.

External factors include government policies and institutional mechanisms,
political, social and economic conditions; the business climate; the availability of finance,
energy, water, transport, communications, raw materials etc. These factors affect
individual formal and informal enterprise productivity, but these enterprises, acting
individually cannot control them.

What may be outside the control of informal sector enterprises in the shortrun
might be controllable at higher levels of society's structures and institutions. Bearing in
mind all the social, political, economic and organizational links between consumers,
workers, entrepreneurs, government, NGOs and people organizations, and between
institutions and organizational infrastructure, it is useful to briefly discuss the main
macro-productivity factors which speed or hinder the productivity improvement process.
These should bring out in clear relief what policy guidelines to promote with regards to
increasing the productivity of the informal sector.
The three main macro-productivity factors include structural adjustments, natural
resources, government and infrastructures. Structural changes in society often influence
national and enterprise productivity independently of enterprise management. However,
in the longrun this interaction is two-ways, just as structural changes affect productivity,
productivity changes also modify structure. Such changes are not only the result, but also
the cause of economic and social development.
Understanding these changes helps improve government policies with respect to
the informal sector. The most important structural changes are economic, social and
demographic. In developing, especially African countries, an important economic change
is the persistence of the informal sector. Not only are most economies in the region
increasingly becoming informalized, the importance of informal sector enterprises is
emphasized because of their ability to:

create new jobs with small investments;
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alleviate poverty through the development of productive income generating
activities;

mobilize local (indigenous) human, financial and material resources.
Structural changes in the labour force are both demographic and social. The
growth of the population and hence the labour force has been rapid while the ability of
the formal sector to create new jobs or mobilize the local population has been very low.
The rare increases in agricultural surpluses have not been matched by a corresponding
increase in employment in either agriculture or the formal sector. Rather such increases
are reflected in the growing rate of rural urban migration. Countries undergoing
structural adjustment reforms have retrenched government employees, thus exacerbating
the employment problem and expanding the informal sector. These demographic
changes have an impact on jobseekers, on work experience and useful work skills, as well
as on the demand for goods and services. Geographic shifts of the population will
probably also affect productivity as population density varies from region to region.

Among the social factors, special attention should be paid to the increasing
percentage of women in the labour force. Women's participation in the informal labour
market have increased tenfold in the past two decades. Their low-levels of education
makes it is difficult for them to compete in wage employment, and for those in wage
employment, they are forced to moonlight in the informal sector as a means of

supplementing their meagre incomes.

A country's ability to generate, mobilize and use natural resources is crucially

important to productivity improvement. People are the most precious of natural
resources. Lacking in land, energy or mineral resources, human resources are the single
most significant source of growth which is embodied in their skills, education and
training, attitude and motivation - all factors that improve the quality of the labour force.
Finally, government policies, strategies and programmes greatly affect productivity

through:

practices of government agencies
regulations

infrastructures (communication & transport)
fiscal measures and incentives
B.

Internal Factors Affecting Informal Sector Productivity

There are two basic categories of factors relevant to informal sector activities those that cannot be easily changed by the informal enterprise known as the hard factors,
and those that can easily be changed - soft factors. The hard factors include products,

technology, equipment and raw materials, while soft factors include the labour force'

organizational management and procedures, attitude and work methods.
This
classification help us build priorities - which factors can easily be dealt with and which
factors require stronger interventions, either through group pressure or by government.
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The informal sector enterprise is said to face many impediments to grow and
expand due to the conditions found within the enterprise itself. These hard factors
include lack of capital and credit, lack of infrastructural facilities, premises, and basic

industrial utilities, raw materials and technology and inadequate institutional support.

With regard to the soft factors, people are the principal resource and central
factor in productivity improvement drives.
People within the informal sector as
apprentices, workers, entrepreneurs, and owners have important roles to play. There are
two fundamental aspects that impacts on productivity: application and effectiveness as
people apply themselves to what they do. Application is the degree to which people apply
themselves to their work and effectiveness is the extent to which the application of
human effort brings the desired results in output and quality. Given that informal sector
participants apply themselves in their work, the ability to do a productive work can be
improved through training and development, improving basic organizational system and
work methods.
C.

Main Components of Policy Changes and
Development

Practices

for Informal

Sector

Having briefly discussed some productivity enhancing factors, this section proposes
both macro-economic and enterprise level policy measures and actions to assist the
informal sector in rural and urban areas of Africa. Since the informal sector and its
development is becoming a large and a viable economic sector in nearly all countries of
the region, it deserves to be encburaged by public policies and measures. An important
and vast area of intervention is to improve or create an enabling environment by
providing appropriate incentives, building up physical and administrative infrastructure,
and reforming government regulations and policies. Much of the following broad range
of measures will benefit the private sector in general and specific measures targeted to
the informal sector will benefit it in particular. Table IV-1 provides a list of ten informal
sector development objectives and the policy changes necessary for achieving them. The
following macro-economic policies are necessary for creating an enabling environment
for the development of the informal sector:
(i)

macro economic policies to be adopted must be those that have a positive
effect on the management of public revenue; stimulate aggregate savings,
investment and consumption, hold down inflation; and maintain a
reasonable balance with the rest of the world;

(ii)

trade and industrial policies must not favour large enterprises at the
expense of micro- and small enterprises;

(iii)

fiscal policies should be such as to encourage foreign and domestic
investments in productive activities and should contain tax policies that are
equitable, encourage income distribution through increased employment,
and are cost-effective to the private sector, including the informal sector;
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(iv)

financial and monetary policies should be such as to encourage the
expansion of micro-enterprises;

(v)

provision of infrastructure, such as roads, transport, communication,
utilities, etc. to reach informal sector operators and micro-enterprises;

(vi)

formulation and administration of legal and regulatory policies that

generate expectations of a stable and supportive business climate;

(vii)

human resources development policies through the provision
appropriate training for entrepreneurship development; and

of

(viii)

create conducive science and technology policies favourably disposed to
the skill levels of the informal sector as well as those that enhances the
productivity of the sector.

TABUS

IV-1

- broaden access to credit,

Increase the productivity and linkages of small and microenterprlses

information, markets,

through tax and other incentives and by revising

sector human resources

trengthen science and technological institutions to
ove local technological expertise

evelop informal

sector

reform labour laws to remove distortions and excessive costs of

private and informal

mprove the legal and regulatory environment for

job creation

a needs assessment study on the informal sector

promote intermediate technology through R

& D

set up science S technology clubs in schools
provide access to production tools on lease basis
set up umbrella organizations to link up with business community, NGOs and people's organizations

carry out

establish non-formal technical education programmes to cater to small and micro-enterprises
implement programmes target to special groups such as women, disable, retrenched public workers

provide basic numeracy, basic bookkeeping, simple costing and pricing to informal sector operators
promote successful entrepreneurs as role models
support HQOs network to provide group training for entrepreneurs
revise educational curricula to emphasize attributes of entrepreneurs

reform the investment code to reduce barriers and discriminations against private investors
streamline procedures for investment and import-export
centralize approval procedures in "one.stop shops"
streamline licensing procedures
reform land ownership laws to facilitate titling

streamline tax codes and make them more transparent

sub-contracting, leasing, to increase participation of private firms in public works
curb public monopolies and discriminations in favour of state enterprises

privatization

estructure the public sector to increase the
e for the private and informal sector

- promote specialized agencies such as a ministry of commerce and national investment councils
- foster private sector promotional institutions (chambers of commerce, trade associations)
- provide technical assistance to private institutions which liaise with public agencies

- reform regulations for agricultural credit to enhance its flexibility and efficiency

- foster the development of the capital market,
legislation

savings by developing new instruments and promoting retail banking

- terminate capital market segmentation and promote multipurpose banking mobilize new sources of

- encourage the creation of new banks

remote private investment

- reduce/assume risks

export and tax incentives
improve the access to foreign exchange
foster export and investment promotional agencies
assist private firms in preparing investment projects and locate credit

-

- assist institutions and government agencies which interact with small enterprise

- legalize informal foreign exchange dealings
- promote nonagricultural activities in rural areas

- regularize tils legal status and property rights of informal enterprises

Develop Internal financial markets

trengthen public institutions which interact with the private
or and improve the dialogue

and technical assistance

- reform regulations which discriminate against smaller enterprises

FOLZCX MEASURES Am ACT! OH

HUM CCKFOHEMTS OF POLICT CEMMES FOR ZMFOmtt. SECTOR

CTXVB
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Markets and information measures

Provide infrastructure facilities and service*

provide common

facilities

such

as

in electrification,

water,

sanitation couaunication and

border trades

- simplify export and border transit procedures to encourage informal enterprises to join cross-

- informal sector enterprises to join snail business associations

- establish sub-contracting linkages' with snail and large enterprises

transportation
- provide "enabling" /and use and develosswnt schemes
- improve access to agricultural input* and to marketing facilities

-
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Specific Policy Measures and Modalities

There is general agreement that the policy environment affects the functioning of
the informal sector, but there has been considerable divergence of opinion as to which
aspects of policy are most important.
The areas of policy choice for national
governments with respect to the informal sector will include both the macro-economic
measures discussed above and micro-level actions directly supporting informal activities.
In presenting the main components of policy changes for informal sector development,
the guidelines begins by specifying the objective(s), details the policy measures or actions
and operational modalities for attaining objective(s). Up front, there are two basic policy
recommendations that African governments must implement before initiating the specific
policy changes for developing the informal sector.
•

African governments should initiate and conduct as soon as possible
baseline studies/surveys to determine the roles, magnitude and importance
of the informal sector (rural and urban) in the national economy: its size,
the income it generates, and linkages to other sectors of the economy, etc.;

•

Given its importance in the national economy, African governments should
give due and explicit recognition to informal sector and to integrate it in
the activities of overall development plans;

Objective 1:

(a)

Increase the productivity and linkages of micro* and small enterprises

Policy measures
•

To increase the productivity of the informal sector, African governments
should improve access to credit and financial resources by establishing

specialized financial institutions designed to serve the informal sector.
Such institutions should be able to mobilize financial resources among and
between sectors; should be able to address the need for collateral free
credit; work with those who have little education; train its clentile in credit
usage and be transparent, accountable and flexible in its operations;
•

Commercial banks should be encouraged to establish favourable credit
lines for micro-enterprises and special financial institutions should target
and provide credit to women;

•

Strengthen informal financial institutions such as rotating credit and
savings associations, revolving funds and cooperative societies, etc.

•

Establish mutual beneficial linkages between formal and informal sources
of credit.
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(b)

Operational Modality

The guidelines emphasize the creation of fairly large-scale cost-effective credit,
project oriented towards the "entrepreneurial poor". Such projects would need to reach
appreciable numbers of borrowers to achieve economies of scale and a significant change
in access to credit at the smallest enterprise level.
The steps to be taken to set up effective credit projects include selecting target
areas. These consist of selecting viable locations in urban or rural areas where there is
sufficient population, economic activity and local interests. Competition from other
credit sources also needs to be considered and taken into account.

Once the area where the credit project is to be carried out is selected, the next
step is to carry out a feasibility study. These include undertaking a needs assessments
study, conducting interviews with banks and other financial institutions and explore the
possibilities of collaborative links with banks, NGOs and community organizations and
groups and other credit institutions. Community leaders should be interviewed to
determine types of economic activities and their interests in loans; and the role of
borrowers' groups in administering the fund. Once it is determined that credit is needed,
a small research project should design a loan fund relevant to the needs of sectors'
participants.
Furthermore, credit projects are well-suited for the promotion of self-employment.
Labour intensive small business and micro-enterprises can be given a substantial boost
through the provision of small amounts of credit; thus many loans can be made and more
jobs created from a given loan fund. Successful examples include the Rural Banks of
Ghana and the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh (see Appendix I). An action programme
initiated by government should take steps to implement policies that will:

... -

broaden access to credit, information, markets and technical assistance.
reform regulations which discriminate against informal micro-enterprises;
regularize the legal status of informal enterprises
promote nonagricultural activities in rural areas and its linkage to the
agricultural and formal sectors; and
assist institutions and government agencies which interact with informal
enterprises.

Objective 2:
(a)

Develop internal financial markets

Policy measures

•

As in l(a) above, African governments should explore the possibilities of
establishing alternative credit systems, for example, formal financial
institutions targeted to serve the needs of the informal sector (e.g. People's
bank, Grameen Bank, see appendix);
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•

Using the existing conventional formal banking system to serve the needs
of the informal sector by establishing favourable credit lines for the sector

as well as developing innovative lending schemes, such as rental of
business tools, implements, equipment, etc; and
•
(b)

managing donor funds through NGOs and cooperatives for the needs of
the informal sector.

Operational Modality

Although the method of implementing these measures have been discussed at
some extent in l(b) above, given the emphasis on structural adjustment in many subSaharan African countries, it is becoming important to identify additional ways and
means of strengthening the informal financial institutions so that they can mobilize more
resources. Evidence emerging from various studies and operational programmes suggests
that there is an urgent need to link formal and informal financial systems not only to
improve market efficiency but also to encourage the flow of resources from formal to

informal institutions.30 A comprehensive study of informal financial institutions and

markets should be undertaken in each country in order to develop innovative
mechanisms (e.g. group-based lending) and an integrated credit policy. These measures
should:

encourage the creation of new banks;
terminate capital market segmentation;
promote multipurpose banking to mobilize new sources of savings by

developing new instruments and promoting retail banking;
foster the development of the capital market through tax and other
incentives by revising legislation; and
reform regulations for agricultural credit to enhance its flexibility and
efficiency.

Objectives 3,4,5 and 6:

Promote private investment; restructure the public sector to increase the scope
(and linkages) for the private and informal sector; and improve the legal and

regulatory environment.

(a)

Policy measures

•

30

African governments should pass laws and regulations to protect microand small enterprises and the general public.
In this regard, the

Ashe, Jeffrey and Christopher E. Cosslett (1989) Credit for the Poor: Past
Activities and Future Directions for the United Nations Development Programme.
New York: UNDP.
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regulations and legal framework relating to the informal sector should be
reviewed, rationalized and revised;
•

The process of licensing and operating micro-enterprises, the processing
of applications and securing investment credit, etc. would be facilitated if
administrative formalities were devolved to local readily accessible offices.
The establishment of one-stop investment centres for micro- and small
enterprises should also be encouraged;

•

Government should institute laws to eliminate all forms of discrimination
based on genderj religion or ethnicity.

Operational Modality

Government reforms in this area are of particular relevance to micro-enterprises.
Because of their limited managerial capacities, micro-enterprises would greatly benefit
from a streamlining of procedure. Since the objective is to improve the legal and
regulatory environment for the private and informal sector, an action programme should
be worked out, reviewed and adopted.

The guidelines underscores the importance of undertaking a comprehensive and
global sector study, i.e. a study that covers the whole small micro-enterprise and informal
sector and all aspects and problems of the sector and its environment. This is with a
view to identify:

incoherent on conflicting policies;
discriminating policies;
poor information on informal sector policies;
legal texts and regulations which are not user-friendly;
discriminatory regulations;
regulations which imposed excessive paper work;
regulations which encourage corruption; and
direct harassment by local authorities.
Once the problems of informal sector policies and regulations have been
identified, the government should take action to:
regularize the legal status and property rights of informal enterprises;
reform the investment code to reduce barriers and discriminations against
private (foreign and domestic) investors;
streamline tax codes and make them more transparent;

reform labour laws to remove distortions and excessive costs of job
creation;

reform landownership to facilitate the process of acquiring land titles;
streamline the procedures for investment and import-export;
centralize approval procedures in "one stop shops"; and
streamline licensing procedures.
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Objective 7:

(a)

Develop informal sector human resources.

Policy Measures

Many rMcro-ehtrepreneurs in Africa use only the skills and techniques which they

have learnt informally through apprenticeships, employment or acquaintances. These
skills have not been adequate to encourage the growth of micnxnterprises into small
modern enterprises. "In this regard; efforts should be directed at:

?

! l

"

•

promoting successful entrepreneurs of small enterprises as role models for
emulation by Mcrb^eritrepreneursi

•

providing basic numeracy, basic bookkeeping and simple costing and
pricing to informal operators and micro-entrepreneurs; and

•

' establishing networks of institutions such as local association of small
; J 'businesses, cooperatives or NGOs to provide action-oriented training of

'groups 6f micro-1 entrepreneurs; servicing local agencies-with specialist

expertise and new ideas, and promoting contacts of micro-entrepreneurs
with successful small and large businesses.
(b)

Operational Modality

People are the most important and promising area of productivity improvement.
Since all organizations combine two subsystems, technical and human, these subsystems

riluSt 1& rMancdd and coordinated in order to function effectively. In order* to
opef^tibrialize ttu^mari resoufces policies with regards to the informal sector; a small
business study should be undertaken. Such a study would normally use the target group

approach, espeeftflJf in dealing with, training, entrepreueurship development - and
enterprise creation.

'

Thei typifcal iargfct groups in the sector include:

v

<

persons interested in creating new businesses;
school leavers;

vocational training graduates;
women entrepreneurs;

returning migrdilt workers;
dembbih'zed army officers and soldiers^
the refugees;

:

:

*

^

-

■

the handicapped;
owners and managers of recently privatilized (formerly state or municipal)
small enterprises;
small 666peratives;'
; v>
selected ethnic groups.
r
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Completion of the small business sector study should bring out in clear relief the
problems of owners and managers of micro-enterprises and small firms. Some of these
problems include:

relative isolation vis-a-vis other formal owners and managers,
their need to handle a wide range of different issues;
long working hours;

difficult to find time and energy for self development;
reluctance to be absent for training;
difficult of selecting worthwhile training programmes;

lack of confidence to external experts and consultants;
difficult to separate business and personal (family) finance; and
discrimination against women.

Once these problems have been identified in particular areas, the target approach

makes it easy for government, NGOs or people's organization and international agencies

to set up an implementation strategy. For example, if the policy recommendation was

targeted towards new enterprise creation schemes, the actions to meet this need would
focus on:

identification and training of new entrepreneurs;

provision of concessions and exemptions;
assistance to starting up enterprises; and
franchising.

If the policy measure is to enhance informal sector networks and organizations, then
action would be directed towards building small business and trade associations,
employers organizations, developing special interest associations enhancing informal
networks and linkages and fostering small business development agencies.
Governments are urged to undertake the development and training as a matter

of priority, and to pay particular attention to the training of micro-entrepreneurs within
the informal sector.

In this regard, the following sets of recommendations are

necessary:31
•

re-examine and restructure the entire educational system, with particular
attention focused on providing good quality basic education, especially to
girls;

•

the educational curricula (at all levels) should be revised to develop the
attributes of entrepreneurship in the educational system in recognition of
the emphasis on self-employment;

31

ECA (1993) "Enabling environment for entrepreneurship development in Africa,"
op. cit p.28.
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•

assist technical/vocational institutions by providing seed money for them
to develop agricultural and industrial production enterprises, consultant
services to micro enterprises, etc., so as to reduce total dependence of
these institutions on government for funding and building their capabilities
to generate resources for their own development;

•

establish non-formal technical education programmes to supplement the
efforts of technical/vocational education in the areas of micro- and small
enterprise development;

•

also develop non-formal technical programmes to retrain graduates, school
drop-outs, retired civil servants and skilled craftsmen in the informal sector
so as to upgrade them into small and medium-sized industrialists; and

•

formulate and implement non-formal technical education programmes

specificality designed to respond to the needs of women in the informal
sector, much as in agro-industries (food processing, food science, post
harvest food lost reduction technology) and management skills.

Objective 8: Promote science and technology for the development of the informal
sector.

(a)

Policy Measures

The technical level of micro-enterprises are generally low and hence their
productivity levels are also low. Measures to improve their productivity and product

quality which directly affects their access to larger and move profitable markets are more
beneficial to informal sector micro-enterprises. In this case, it is recommended that
technical support services should be based on specific market opportunities relevant to
micro-enterprises and should be primarily concerned with upgrading the skills, techniques

and products of a relatively small number of micro-enterprises rather than diffusion
services and resources to the whole gamut of informal activities and potential micro-

entrepreneurs. In this regard, the public and private sectors should jointly:32

♦

•

create conducive science and technology policies for micro- and small

•

create research and development programmes of micro- and small

enterprise development, especially for the informal sector;

enterprises;

32

See ECA, (1994) "Senior Policy Workshop on Stimulating and Sustaining Smalland Medium-Scala Enterprises through Effective Out-Reach Programmes, Access

to Finance and Improvement of the Legal and Regulatory Environment, Africa
Hall, Addis Ababa, 14-18 November 1994 - Summary of Recommendations.
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•

promote intermediate technology, through effective R and D programmes,
and African governments should allocate a certain percentage of public

expenditure for development of R and D in intermediate technology for
the use of the informal sector;

•

African governments through the appropriate Ministries or departments
should make official requests to UNESCO to avail some of the funds
earmarked under the UNESCO - initiated African Technology Fund.
Similar requests should be made to other social partners to strengthen the
technological and innovation capacity of African countries;

•

unleashing young men and women's talent and entrepreneurship potentials
through setting up science and technology clubs in schools, expositions and
displays of intermediate technology, sharing of experiences through visits
to successful/model enterprises within the country and other African
countries; essay completion, model designing, etc;

•

use of local technological expertise and institutions to provide technical,
managerial and organizational training to informal sector;

•

improved access to tools, implements and equipment: these could be
facilitated on a lease basis until the informal operator is able to own them.
The informal sector associations, NGOs, cooperatives, etc., including
formal financial institutions could assist the operators to gain access to
production tools through loans, pooling or even hiring arrangements;

•

use quality testing and product standardization centres to evaluate the
products of the informal sector;

•

initiate and expand sub-contracts to private and informal sector enterprises
and facilitate the transfer of technology by establishing simple sub
contracting procedures to enhance cross transfers and technological
adaptation.
i

•

encourage sub-contracting and linkages between small and medium-sized
enterprises and micro-enterprises and between the later and large
enterprises and micro-enterprises and between the latter and large
enterprises to encourage technological development; and

•

there is a need to set up umbrella organizations/association to link up with
the business community, NGOs and other people's organizations to
improve their access to technology to promote commitment to micro- and
informal sector development through the sourcing, choice, acquisition,
assimilation, application, dissemination of and innovation of technology.

TTie operational modality for science and technological policy measures and practices is

simiiar to and could be implemented at the same time as that on developing informal
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sector human resources. Furthermore, a technology needs assessment study should be
carried out in each country to assess the perceptions of the informal sector regarding its
needs, which could be grouped by occupation.
Objective 9:
(a)

Provide infrastructure facilities and services

Policy Measures

The provision of basic infrastructural facilities and services can benefit micro- and

small enterprises directly through increases in the demand for their products, especially
those from the agricultural sector. In this regard, it is recommended that African
governments, local public and private institutions, NGOs and people's organizations
ensure that basic infrastructural facilities and services reach informal sector operators.
These include:

•

the provision of common facilities such as feeder roads, rural
electrification, water, refuge collection, sanitation and traasport services to
rural and urban informal operators;

•

the observation of building regulations by micro-enterprises in stages to
allow them gain access to adequate premises over time; and

•

the provision of "enabling" land use and development schemes. An
example is the great "Suame" magazine at Kumasi, Ghana which is a huge
cluster of micro- and small enterprises consisting mainly of metal workers

and repairshops built on a single site. As a group, they have been able to

build up their sheds, solicit for common services (e.g. land titles, electricity,

etc.) from the government, among others;33

Because the agricultural sector is a major source of informal sector operators in
both rural and urban areas, it will, for the foreseeable future, continue to absorb a large
proportion of the labour force in African countries. Creating an enabling environment
in the rural non-farm and agricultural sectors will not only check rural-urban migration
of labour but also will provide income-generating activities to the growing labour force.

The specific recommendations for creating an enabling environment, in addition to the
provision of basic infrastructure noted above, includes:
-..,, •

•

33

improving access to land resources, credit facilities;

facilitating access to inputs, e.g. improved seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, etc.;

ILO (1994) "Entrepreneurship and small enterprise development in urban and
rural sectors in Africa," op. tit. p.21.
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•

building and strengthening linkages between agriculture' and the microand small industries sector to encourage the production of agricultural
inputs for industrial use;

•
(b)

improving access to marketing of agricultural produces;

Operational Modality

The government, through its line ministries has the main responsibility for
providing infrastructural facilities and services that would benefit the informal sector.
Private voluntary organizations as well as cooperatives have important roles to play in
mobilizing resources (human and financial) for developing the informal sector. The main
delivery channel for the provision of common facilities for the benefit of informal sector
enterprises include the setting up of industrial estates, sites, workshops, the provision of
water and electricity at subsidized rates, and cooperative ventures.
......
Objective 10:
(a)

Markets and Information Measures

Policy Measures

The lack of marketing skills and the size of the market facing micro-enterprises
constitute a barrier to the effective expansion of the informal sector as well as to its
transformation from the micro-level to the small and medium-sized enterprise level in
Africa. The provision of marketing services and advice on production packaging,
distribution and participation in marketing events, is of particular importance in the
promotion of micro- and small enterprises. Unfortunately, the public, large enterprises
and the donor community in general, have not been encouraged to buy the products of
the informal sector on a sustainable basis. To promote informal sector goods and
services, it is recommended that:

•

material and construction standards be relaxed for micro-enterprises;

•

public work programmes should allow greater participation of informal

sector operators and contractors. Through small business associations,
they could fill big orders collectively or co-operatively;
•

establish sub-contracting linkages with small and larger private enterprises
such as hotels, retailing chains, small manufacturers, etc;

•

encourage the participation of micro-enterprises (especially those in
handicrafts) in export markets;

•

simplify export licensing and border transit procedures to encourage
informal sector operators to take benefit from liberalizec) cross border
trade; and
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•
';•

■

provide infonhattori and expose informal sector operators, and microenterprises tb export markets so they can take advantage of sub-regional;
'

'

free trade zones.

■--■-;;■■.

■..
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These policy measures and recommendations can only be- implemented when;
African governments and their social partners recognize the important contribution the;
informal sector is making to employment and income generation,r-lo skill formationand
upgrading, to'tfie cburitries1 GNPs; etc. and therefore create the enabling enviEonmenti
for iti development, the official and explicit recognition must be translated into ft
commitment to promote the development of the sector by allocating;significant financial
and human resources and providing basic infrastructure, facilities and services for its
benefit.

£>.

.

-

>

<.-■-..,■ -,

■ ■

Other Actions and Measures to be taken bvthe International Community:

"
Donor agencies including USAID,GTZ' Swiss Development Cooperation,
DANIDA, CIDA, SIDA, etc. have developed programmes thatare assisting-governments
in the design and formulation of policies and strategies to promote the informal sector;

arei initiating and supporting training programmes in both business and managerial and

i^jftnicatslallsI/inthe operation of enterprises and are setting credit schemes with viable

ah^-iexirife' options for financing tn'e sector.34

■ ■'""■- ■ ■■ '■-■ < -■■■■■■-■•■■l -r

The specific actions required from donor agencies can be summarized to include
providing assistance for entrepreneurial development; investing in basic infrastructure;
providing assistance for institutional building; setting up informal ,sec,tori development

fund; and assisting UN agencies and non-governmental organizations to support the

TTie United Nations system also has improtant roles to play. The UN, agencies
have been providing various types of assistance to African governments in promoting the
inrxdrM-sector. Barry -assistance for the sector, especially for. tbe.vmicrorand small
%riter^rise sector vtas started by the ILO, through the Small and-Medium .Industry

-t>eveloiMrient Agency (SMIDA) in the 1960s.36 The HjO in coope.raSp|t wift:#ie Swiss

l^uhd for Technical Coor>eration have implemented several programmesin francophone
Africa in the 1980s t6 encouriage small-scale urban producers to organize, themselves to

get greater cbntroi over the business decisions that affect their lives rather th£n to be

pendent upon the^decisions of outsiders; and to train and .provide small jcerdits to

i Informal Sector in 1980s and 1990s. Paris: OEGD, pp. 85'. , f,

35

UN (1995) "Expanding and Integrating the Informal Sector into the African

36

ibid,p.28

^ pcpnoinies11. New York: OSCAL, DPCSD, pp. 26-31
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informal sector operators.37 The UNDP has recently devised a programme on

"Improving African Women's Role in Informal Sector Production and Management,"38

in collaboration with the OAU and other UN agencies including ILO, ECA, ACW and
UNIFEM. The purpose of the programmes developed by UN agencies have been largely
to provide governments and others with basic information on the potentials and
Limitations of the informal sector as well as alternatives on how to approach the sector
in matters related to policy, training, statistics and credits so as to increase the sector's
productivity and its overall contributions and integration into national economies. The
ECA has written several technical publications and conducted country studies on

informal sector development for more than a decade.39

The actions required from the United Nations and its agencies include assisting
African governments is designing effective policies; assisting to identify and use successful
entrepreneurs to act as resource persons for the informal sector; assisting governments
to set up small business development advisory services in rural and urban areas;
identifying potential informal sector products for export and assisting such entrepreneurs

in maketing their products.40

Given that non-governmental organizations (NGOs-both indigenous and foreign)
have been identified as an important channel of donor support of micro- and small
business development, the actions required from them include mobilizing informal sector
manpower into forming effective small business associations; sensitizing policy and

37

Label!, H. (1991), op. cit. p. 91.

38

UNDP (1994) Supporting Informal Sector Activities of African Women. New

York: UNDP, quoted in UN (1995) "Expanding and Integrating the Informal
Sector into the African National Economies". New York; OSCAL* DPCSD.

39

See for example. ECA (1990), "Enabling environment for entrepeneurship
development in Africa". Report of a Senior Policy Seminar on Enhancing

Entrepreneurship in Private and Public Sectors in Africa, Addis Ababa,
ECA/AAPAM, 1990; ECA (1991) "Mobilizing the informal sector and non
governmental organizations (NGOs) for Africa's economic recovery and

development: policy and management issues," Addis Ababa :ECA/AAPAM, 1991;
ECA (1992) "Measures for the stimulation, development and promotion of
indigenous entrepreneurial capability in Africa," Addis Ababa: Development
Management Series No. 1,1992; ECA (1993) "Strategic Agenda for Development
in Africa in the 1990s," Addis Ababa, 1993; ECA (1993) Report of a national
Workshop on Creating an Enabling Environment for the Informal Sector in
Ethipia," Addis Ababa: ECA/PHSD/HRP/93/14[4(B)], 1993; and ECA (1994)

"Developing Entrepreneurial Capacities for Public anil Private Sector Entreprise,
"Addis Ababa: E/ECA/CM.20/10,1994.

40

See UN (1995) "Expanding and Integrating the Informal Sector in African
National Economies," op. cit. pp. 29-30.
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manpower into forming effective small business associations; sensitizing policy and
decision makers as well as the general public on measures and practices that will benefit

the informal sector; providing assistnace to informal sector entrepreneurs in securing
credit and in the effective utilization of resources; and providing assitance in identifying
and targeting enterprises and entrepeneurs whose skills in vairous production,
management and marketing activities could be upgraded.
V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this technical guide we have attempted to demonstrate the vital importance of
instituting policy measures and practices for improving informal sector productivity and
its: linkages with other sectors of the economy. We began by examining the types and
extent of linkages existing between the formal and the informal sectors of the economy.
From the various studies that have been carried out thus far, the informal sector
generates a strong intermediate demand (backward linkage) and a weak intermediate
supply (forward linkage) with the formal sector. A major reason for this asymmetric
relationship is the low and declining productivity of the informal sector brought about
as the result of weak production linkages - backward, forward, technological,

consumption and credit linkages existing between the informal sector and the rest of the
economy.

To turn things around, this monograph has proposed instituting policy measures
and practices that should improve informal sector productivity.
It has therefore
recommended that not only must the informal sector be promptly and explicitly
recognized by government and its social partners, but a supportive and an enabling policy
environment for the effective functioning of informal sector operators and rhicroenterprises should be created. Creating such an enabling environment requires certain

major policy measures and practices:
•

taking broad macro-economic policies to encourage a sustainable overall
growth pattern in the economy;

•

adopting efficient fiscal policies that will promote the efficient allocation
of resources and encourages the growth of micro-enterprises;

•

developing financial and monetary policies that gives adequate attention
to the interests of the informal sector;

•

adopting a legal and regulatory framework that protects the public interest
but do not unnecessarily interfere with private initiatives, especially those
of the informal sector;

•

providing basic infrastructure and services cost-effectively to encourage the

development and competitiveness of micro-enterprises within and outside
the informal sector;
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•

developing the human resources of the informal sector necessary to permit
micro-enterprises function effectively; and

•

promoting a science and technology policy to stimulate the development
of micro- and small enterprises.

Several specific policy measures and modalities for translating these measures
have been included in this guideline. We believe that the effectiveness of national
efforts to improve the productivity of the informal sector depends largely on the extent
to which the most important social forces can be combined and integrated. These forces
include government and its institutional mechanisms, informal sector workers and
entrepreneurs, non-governmental and people's organizations and the international
community. All these groups play (or should play) a major role in fostering the
productivity of the informal sector. We have suggested the relevant modalities needed
in translating the policy objectives that should benefit the informal sector. However, we
cannot suggest what the overarching objective(s) and modalities for developing the
informal sector should be since this is a matter for every country and its people to
decide. The approach in this guide is that government intervention in favour of the
informal sector is of paramount importance and should be combined with decisionmaking of other actors concerned with the sector.
Efforts to raise productivity of the informal sector require effective organization
to bring together all those mentioned above, and to create the economic, social, political
and legislative and organizational condition - the enabling environment - that favour
productivity improvement. NGOs and people's organization are expected to foster
partnership with government and the business community to promote entrepreneurship;
to mobilize local resources through self-help activities and to match these with outside
contributions in order to support the development of the informal sector; to educate
grassroots opinion to benefit from entrepreneurial promotional schemes such as
cooperatives, credit and savings facilities, among others; and to establish viable and
effective networks and communications structures to exchange information for the
purpose of increasing the productivity of the informal sector and its linkages with other
sectors of the economy.
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APPENDIX 1
The Rural Banks of Ghana

July 1986 marked the tenth anniversary of the
creation of the first rural bank in Ghana. There are now
106 independent, community-run financial institutions (unit
banks), whose mandate is to provide a place to save and to
make loans, principally to small farmers and also to the
owners of cottage industries and commerces. Rural Banks,
supervised by the Bank of Ghana, are located in areas not
serviced by other financial institutions.
Growth has been extremely rapid. Locally mobilized
deposits of 147,639 cedis in 1977 grew to 861,989,982 cedis
by June 1985. The 802 savings accounts holders in 1977
grew to 220,653 by the end of 1984. This demonstrates that
rural, often illiterate peasants and village dwellers will save
if they have confidence in the bank, find it convenient and
have ready access to their savings. Since the Rural Banks
started, 553,861,280 cedis have been loaned, virtually all
from funds saved locally, with most loans averaging 12,000

to 18,000 cedis ($200 to $300 at the 1985 exchange rate).
The total number of loan clients through December 1984
was 31,952. Showing the spreading enthusiasm for the Rural
Bank idea, by the end of 1984 there were 213 applications
to the Bank of Ghana for the creation of new banks.
Assessment

Why have the Rural Banks been successful? These
are some of the principal lessons learned:
•
-

Catalyzing local initiative is vital.
The
directors of the banks are local leaders who
are
committed
to
their
community's
development.

In each community there is a

broad base of community members who are
share holders.

♦

The basic principle must be that funds
mobilized locally are used locally. This is in
sharp contrast to many banks that mobilize
savings in rural areas and funnel them to the
cities.
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There is far greater potential for savings in
the rural areas of Ghana than was thought
possible. Savings mobilized locally represent
well over 90 per cent of the loan fund from
the first year of operation. There is increasing
evidence that these programmes do not need
to be funded exclusively through the funds
provided by international donors.

Loan selection is based on the producer's
reputation in the community, not abstract
formulae and collateral requirements that
eliminate most potential borrowers.
Administrative costs can be kept low if
procedures are simple and standardized and
local staff residing in the community is
recruited.

The owners of the smallest farms and smallest
businesses are good candidates for productive
loans.

Source: Ashe, Jeffrey & Christopher E. Cosslett (1989) Credit
for the Poor: Past Activities ami Future Directions for the
United Nations Development Programme. New York: UNDP

pp. 28-29
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APPENDIX 2
The Grameen Bank in Bangladesh

The Grameen Bank Project (GBP) began as an

experiment. It was built on the belief that lack of financial
capital is the major constraint of the poor. The programme

began with its founder, Dr. Yunus, acting as personal

guarantor of the loans, disbursing tjjem and taking the

payments to the bank. Because of the extremely high
payback (99 per cent) on these loans, other local banks,
cautiously started lending to the poor, with the programme's
operational responsibility remaining with the Rural
Economics Programme of Chittagong University. In 1979
these banks united under the aegis of the government bank,
or Bangladesh Bank, to promote expansion of services to
other districts of the country, which proceeded very rapidly.
Tn6y were assisted by donors such as the International Fund

for Agricultural Development (IFAD) with a loan of US$3.4

million in September 1980, as well as UNICEF and the Ford
Foundation.

The Grameen Bank Project came into its own as an

independent bank in 1983, with 60 per cent of its initial
paid-up capital subscribed by the government and 40 per
cent by the borrowers themselves. By December 31,1984,
the Bank had 153 branches serving 2,268 villages with loans
to 121,051 borrowers. In 1986, it was serving 4,300 villages,
and there were plans to greatly increase the number of
branches.
How the bank works

The loan guarantee mechanism used in place of
collateral is the formation of groups of five people with
similar economic and social status. A secondary guarantee
is that items purchased through the loan remain the property
-of the bank until the loan is repaid in full. Formation of the
group is crucial to the success of the programme. The
groups are promoted in their incipient stage by Grameen
Bank workers, who also transact delivery and recovery of
loans.
■!-....■

Close and competent loan supervision and servicing
are important features underlying tjhe success of Grameen
Bank. Weekly loan supervision meetings, attendance at
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which is obligatoiy, are held where the borrowers live and
work, not at the branch office.
Before eligible borrowers receive their loans, they go
through an intensive training of one to two weeks on the
philosophy of the GBP, its rules and procedures. The time
it takes for a loan to be approved is approximately one
month. The recipients need only submit a simple proluction
plan showing how the economic actiity will yield loan
repayments.

Receiving the loan

Borrowers must be rural people owning no more than
0.5 of an acre of cultivable land, and family assets must not
exceed the market value of one acre of medium-quality land
in the area.
Initially only two members of the group of five are
given loans; if they demonstrate good repayment habits,
others in the group are then authorized to borrow. Loan
payments start one week after loan disbursal, and all loans
must be repaid within one year in weekly installments. An
increase in loan size depends on the progress of the
business. The average loan size is %60 and the largest loan
is approximately $200. Fifty-six per cent of the borrowers
are women; loan recovery is 98.4 per cent for women and

96.8 per cent for men. lie interest rate is 16 per cent per

year, which is in line with rates being charged by commercial
banks on agricultural loans.

By comparison, the moneylenders' rate is generally 10
per cent per month, and can be as high as 10 per cent a day.
To combat this dependence on money lending, the Grameen

Bank maintains obligatory group savings. Each member
saves at least one taka (US$.08) every week in order to
develop a savings havit. This money goes into "group funds,"
along with a group tax of five per cfent of each loan
received. Individual members can borrow from the group
fund for consumption and investment purposes with the
consent of the group. Group members are also rquired to
contribute to an "emergency fund" consisting of a quarter of
the total interest charged. This fund is for the development
of health, life and asset insurance for group members.
Savings generated by the groups has allowed members to
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survive natural disasters and personal emergencies without
diverting capital from their enterprises.
Economic and Social Impact
The investments made by Grameen Bank borrowers

have been very productive. Three separate surveys of Bank
clients concluded that the loans contributed to significant
increases in income levels of 73 per cent, 58 per cent and 68
per cent, respectively.
The

social

components

of the programme

are

secondary to its financial objectives, but these activities have
also had an impact. Although no extensive study has been
done on the subject, it would seem clear that the Grameen
Bank's grassroots focus has given many people, particularly
women, opportunities for leadership roles that they never
had before.

Sowte: Ashe, Jeffrey & Christopher E. Cosslett (1989) Credit
for the Poor: Past Activities and Future Directions for the
United Nations Development Programme. New York: UNDP,
pp. 30-32.

